What’s New

XYFI Firmware 3.1.0
- Files and Media – Now also accessible over USB port
- Files and Media – Possible to download multiple files simultaneously
- Files and Media – Added filter to make it easier to search for videos/music/photos etc.
- Files and Media - Added support for UPnP
- Files and Media – Improved streaming stability
- Updated APN profile database
- Other bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

XYFI Firmware 3.0.0
- Files and Media storage over WiFi – in previous firmware versions, files stored on the microSD are only accessible when XYFI is plugged to a PC and through the USB connection, not over WiFi. This new firmware allows Files and Media content accessible over WiFi (upload and download).
- Files and Media storage sharing – not only the files are accessible over the WiFi, they are also shareable amongst XYFI users if the administrator chooses to do so.
- Streaming – XYFI users can also stream media content stored on the microSD over WiFi. Media files means video or music files. That means that a streaming server is installed on the XYFI enabling all 8 XYFI users to stream simultaneously either on different files or on the same media file.
  **Note:** The streaming server can handle all popular media files. For details of media files supported, please refer to our support website at: http://www.option.com/support/xyfi
- The user guide is updated to reflect the Files and Media and Streaming new features
- A network compatibility problem is fixed in the module firmware. This problem was seen in operating the XYFI on some networks.
- Optimised support for WISPr
- More stable firmware update when using Windows Internet Explorer
- Updated APN profile database
- Other bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

**XYFI Firmware 2.7.1**
- If the SIM card inserted is PIN locked, the user now has the option to automatically disable the PIN code when entering the admin page.
- If the user has cookies disabled in his browser, before entering the XYFI admin pages, a warning message will appear with all necessary information on how to enable cookies again.
- Improvement of WiFi connection stability by disabling periodic WiFi network scanning once internet connection is established.
- For better user experience, the admin pages, if access by a tablet, will be redirected to the mobile version.
- Updated APN profile database
- Other bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

**XYFI Firmware 2.7.0**
- Added support for German language
- Updated APN profile database
- The device will no longer reject a voice call. This allows subscribers who have 2 SIM cards with the same phone number (1 voice and 1 data) to receive voice calls on the phone while using the data SIM on the XYFI.
- Data transfer speed is now correctly displayed
- Other bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

**XYFI Firmware 2.6.2**
- Added support for Turkish language
- Fixing a bug in automatic APN profile loading for APNs starting with the letter ‘T’ and onwards.
- Updated APN profile database
- Roaming message and alert are now correctly shown
- Other bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

**XYFI Firmware 2.6.0**
- Translation error corrections
- Updated APN profile database
- Bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements
XYFI Firmware 2.5.0
- Supporting manual network selection in the mobile pages
- Added language support for Chinese (Traditional and simplified)
- Fix for a wrong WPS status on some Windows phone 7.5 devices.
- Updated APN profile database
- Bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

XYFI Firmware 2.4.0
- Introducing Over-the-Air (OTA) firmware update from this version forward (mobile & desktop version)
- Now supporting widely used WISPr 1.0 WiFi Authentication
- Userguide available within the mobile pages
- Updated APN profile database
- Bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

XYFI Firmware 2.3.2
- Added support for Spanish language
- Updated APN profile database
- Bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

XYFI Firmware 2.3.0
- Full support of sending and receiving text messages
- Now supporting Windows Phone 7.5 Mango (IE9 Mobile)
- Added support of DMZ
- Mobile Network Usage (Data/Time)
- Manually connect to WiFi networks
- Added ‘Restore’ and ‘About’ in the mobile version
- Improved WiFi scanning mechanism
- Updated APN profile database
- Bug fixes
- GUI Enhancements

XYFI Firmware 2.2.2
- Now Supporting WPA/WPA2 Enterprise using IEEE 802.1X authentication
- Added support of WiFi Channel 12 & 13
- WPS disabled when Network Name not broadcasted
- Added warning when disabling Guest mode
- New firmware upgrade mechanism
- (for future upgrades, version 2.2.2. is a min. requirement)
- GUI Enhancements
- Bug fixes
**XYFI Firmware 2.0.5**
- WiFi Offloading
- Added Smart Scan
- Admin pages for smartphones
- New Driver Installer
- Support for French & Dutch
- New Connection Bar
- Updated Access Mode
- Updated Status Bar
- GUI Enhancements
- Bug fixes